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An annual report highlighting
local businesses in King Township
You’ll like what you see!
Tucked away in a plaza just off King Road is a true King
City gem. Chic Eyes Optical, the first and only optical store
in town, has been wowing customers ever since it opened
in April 2015. Brand name eyewear, contact lenses, sunglasses and kids’ glasses – you name it, they have it.
As you walk into the 1500 square feet showroom, the
brick wall accents and earthy colours make you feel instantly at home. That’s exactly how Ryan Knight and Safia Ismail
intended it. “We want people to feel like they’ve walked
into their home. Our ambience is an extension of some of
the homes you see in King City,” said the husband-wife duo
who own and run the store together.
The décor is not the only thing different about Chic Eyes
Optical. “We have a great collection of unique frames from
Europe like Alexander Mcqueen, Bottega Veneta, Mont
Blanc and many more. They are stellar quality and unique
styles that I handpick myself. I don’t double order the same
frame in the same colour so it’s unique to that individual.
I have a lot of exclusive lines that aren’t usually found together in one location,” said Ryan, the pride and passion in
his voice evident.

Armed with over 30 years of experience in the optics industry, Ryan ventured out on his own after having worked
with retail chains and independent opticians. “It’s really all
about our clients. We treat them like our own family. We
make sure they are wearing good eyewear and that we are
meeting their prescriptive needs along with their fashion
needs,” said Safia, adding, “Eyewear is another piece of accessory to put on. People definitely need it to see and to
function but we want to take it a step further than that. We
want to have you enjoy what you wear and to love what you
wear. With our wide-range collection, it gives customers
something different but still in the same price range.”

“We have a great collection of unique
frames from Europe...They are stellar quality
and unique styles that I handpick myself.”
In their fifth year of operations, Ryan and Safia are
thrilled with the response from the King community.
“We’ve seen a lot of the community come together to support a local store instead of going elsewhere. We try to offer options so that there’s something for the entire family
– mom, dad, kid, we’ve got it all,” said Safia.
Be it direct billing to insurance or state-of-the-art technology, Chic Eyes Optical is ahead of the game to ensure
that shopping for eye glasses or contact lenses is easy, affordable, fashionable and quick. “Dr Karen Lam, our inhouse optometrist, comes in twice a week. Our latest technology is very accurate and she can see a lot of things that
could otherwise be missed. If there’s a health concern, she
will catch it,” explains Ryan, who also recently opened another store in Thunder Bay.
Once you go into Chic Eyes Optical, Ryan and Safia will
ensure you find something fun, enjoyable, classy… and
chic.
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Driven by passion,
proven by results
In the real estate industry knowledge of
trends, finance, and the area you serve is the
key to successfully helping your clients with
property transactions and finding the right
property for them.
At Forest Hill Real Estate Elite in King
City, Broker / Owner, Manuela Palermo,
has a passion for all things real estate related. That passion combined with her knowledge and experience in the industry and
in finance, means she has the expertise to
guide her clients through the entire process
of purchasing property.
Manuela’s professional journey into real
estate is the culmination of years of learning
the business and related industries.
She completed her degree in business
commerce, finance, and accounting, and
began her professional career as a Financial
Planner.
“I have always had a passion for real estate,” Manuela explained. “I started working for a financial institution as a teller then
moved up to being a financial planner. Being involved in property management has
always had me involved in real estate. I have
always been interested in real estate and
learning about up and coming new areas
and helping clients find their dream home.
Helping people has always provided a level of fulfillment in my life. I wanted to help
others in the industry to reach their potential that have as much passion about the industry as I do.”
After obtaining her real estate license,
Manuela continued to advance her knowledge and career, which eventually guided the
way to opening Forest Hill Real Estate Elite.
As a business professional she understands that being a part of the community is
vital to maintaining good relations with other businesses and the people who call this
area home.
Manuela takes part in community events
and is a member of the King Chamber of
Commerce and is also a Director on the
Board of Directors.

She decided to open her brokerage in
King City because of the potential of the
growing area.
Working with her team, she enjoys mentoring her real estate agents and helping
them achieve their dreams and goals.
“I have a vested interest in seeing them
succeed. My passion is personal growth. I
like to learn a lot about that and share this
knowledge with the team and help them
achieve their goals. We have a culture here
that provides an enjoyable environment for
our agents. I strongly believe that a strong
mindset is the basis for becoming successful
in this industry.”
Manuela and her team at Forest Hill will
work with you so the result will be a satisfying and fulfilling experience from the initial
phase of looking for a property to the day
you turn the key and open the door to your
new home.
“Our agents have different specialties,”
Manuela explained. “We do everything
from pre-construction, land, commercial,
residential, and mortgages. I will sit down
with clients and identify what their needs
are, where they would like to be, and discuss
what type of neighborhood would be best
suited for them.”
As a member of the real estate community, Manuela strives to keep on top of trends
in the industry and is always exploring new
opportunities that will help her agents serve
clients in a meaningful way.
Having a qualified and knowledgeable
real estate broker working with you during
the buying or selling process will create a
satisfying and fulfilling stress-free experience.
Currently Manuela is in the midst of
opening a new Forest Hill office in Vaughan
in a few months to serve clients in that area.
Forest Hill Real Estate Elite is conveniently located at 1700 King Road at the corner of
Dufferin Street in King city.
You can visit on-line at www.foresthillelite.com.

KID’S COUNTRY – Dressing your kids in style
There are several events in life that require a special outfit that
defines the significance of an occasion.
Whether it’s a baptism, christening, first communion, confirmation, or graduation, when a young person needs to look their
best, Kid’s Country in King City is a one-stop location for designer kids brands.
With over 40 name brand collections and a large inventory in
stock at the store, Kid’s Country has been dressing children in
style since 1987.
From infants to young teens, when they need to look their
best at a wedding or special occasion, Kid’s Country has everything from formal wear to shoes and accessories.
Many families have trusted the quality and style of clothing in
the store to outfit their youngest members for special occasions.
In fact some customers who were outfitted as children now return to the store to find clothes for their own children.
Store owner, Emily Fiorentino, has an eye for fashion and the
creative flair to coordinate outfits and accessories for a look and
style that can’t be matched by typical big box stores.
Her detailed attention to customer service means every visitor
to the store receives personal attention and advice based on her
many years of experience of selecting fashionable clothing and
coordinating pieces and accessories.
Emily’s history with the store and the fashion industry is
unique. She began working at Kid’s Country when she was a high
school student. She continued to learn about the fashion industry while at the store and attending university. With a natural
flair for style and an interest in fashion, it was a natural fit for
someone who has a gift for coordinating colour, fabric, and the
finishing touches that make an outfit so special.
Eventually things fell into place when Emily bought the business and continued working with established clients who trusted
her opinion and her knowledge of clothing and kid’s fashion.
“I have clients who were here when they were children, and
now they are coming in with their children,” Emily said. “I’ve
had clients say ‘I remember when you dressed me for my communion.’
It is this trust in Emily’s fashion sense and the quality of the
clothing that keeps customers coming back when an occasion
calls for a special outfit.
A walk through the boutique reveals a large selection of clothing for boys and girls.
Baptism gowns and outfits for toddlers are on display.
Dresses and gowns for young girls appropriate for special occasions can be matched with a nice selection of stylish shoes and
hair accessories.
Many families visit the store to find a special outfit when their
child will be attending a grade 8 graduation ceremony and party.
In the boys section, there is a variety of smart looking suits,
jackets, and ties tailored to create a sophisticated and refined
look for boy attending a special event.
There are also boy’s casual clothes and shoes for those times

that aren’t formal but still require a nicely polished appearance.
Kid’s Country has established a reputation for quality, style,
and service that extends well beyond the Town limits. It has become a destination shopping place for discerning customers who
visit from cities around the province and have recommended the
boutique to friends and family.
For any special event where style and elegance defines the occasion, or just because you want your child to be well dressed
for a family function, Kid’s Country has the designer brands that
stand out and make every event an occasion.
Visit Emily at Kid’s Country at 12994 Keele Street in King City.
You can follow them on Instagram @kidscountry, or Like
them on Facebook @KidsCountry ChildrensBoutique or visit
their website at www.kidscountry.ca.
You can contact by telephone at 905-833-KIDS (5437).
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King’s Ridge Montessori
Learning at a higher level

Welcome to King’s Ridge Montessori
School, King City’s only Montessori
school under the CCMA (Canadian
Council of Montessori Administrators).
Located at 30 Tatton Court, King
City, Ontario L7B 0N7, King’s Ridge
Montessori opened for its first academic year in September 2017. The school
runs for 12 months every year; during
which 10 months is academic program
and 2 months is summer program. This
school prides itself on providing every
one of its students with a positive learning environment that stimulates their
thinking abilities and allows them to
grow and thrive. The age of students at
King’s Ridge Montessori ranges from 6
months to 6 years old with a maximum
capacity of 125 students.
Part of the school’s philosophy which
outlines its core values and beliefs states:
“We have developed our own
method of delivering care and
education to young children - a
blend of Montessori principles/
philosophy and the best practices
of Early Childhood Educations.
This combination of approaches provides our children with
a sense of engagement, and the
ability to express oneself.”
“Our environment reflects our
commitment to helping children
develop skills for life-long learning-concentration, independent
thinking, problem solving and
love of learning. Pre-school children thrive on challenges and
stimulation, are avid explorers
of their environment and have
a natural enthusiasm for work.
With a three year, mix age grouping, younger children learn by
example and older children solidify their knowledge by teaching youngers. We encourage the
development of creativity, problem-solving strategies, independence and academic skills.”
It can be said that allowing your
child to spend their crucial ages in this
mentally-stimulating environment will
provide them with a heightened level
of education that cannot be paralleled.
Another benefit of following the Montessori philosophy is that each child is
given special one on one attention by
teachers and instructors so their abil-

Our environment reflects our commitment to helping
children develop skills for life-long learning-concentration,
independent thinking, problem solving and love of learning.
ities and mental growth can be closely
monitored. In short, instructors work
with children to help them learn at their
own pace.
King’s Ridge Montessori has a great
selection of extra-curricular activities
such as yoga and French which is highly
enjoyed by all students.
King’s Ridge Montessori is owned
and directed by Dr. Laila Sadat Abedi.
She has Ph.D. in Biometrics under Artificial Intelligence. She also has a MACTE accredited Montessori Diploma, an
Educational Administration and Management Diploma as well as Pre and
Primary teachers training with specialization in teaching English.
This education gives her a unique
skillset and knowledge that she brings
into each classroom as well as education
that she will continue to incorporate
into the curriculum in the near future.
This will give children access to activities and information that will introduce
and open their minds to the world of
artificial intelligence, a field that continues to grow.
Ms.Parinaz Haidari is the school
supervisor, “Ms.Naz” has a Bachelor
of psychology, a MATCE accredited
Montessori Diploma, she is Educational Management and Supervision Certified, Behavior Management-Autism
Certified and Protecting and Promoting
Health in Child Care Certified.
With approximately 25 staff members, King’s Ridge Montessori being
licenced by the Ministry of Education,
makes sure that all its employees are
qualified, CPR and first-aid trained. Its
team is also comprised of several Montessori teachers, RECE’s (Registered
Early Childhood Educators), trained
ECA’s (Early Childhood Assistants) as
well as chefs that are certified by the
Ministry of Health.
A typical day at King’s Ridge Montessori starts at 7:00am and offers “before
care” school program and breakfast is
served. At 8:30 am, the program hour
starts and children ease into the day

with a morning circle routine and singing the National Anthem. There will
be open-snack during morning work
cycle and 2 outdoor recess, one before
lunch and one after nap time. At 4:30
pm the program hours end and “after
care” school program starts till 6:00 pm.
Throughout this time, lunch as well as
several snacks and drinks are provided for all students so you won’t have to
worry about lunch prep each day. The
lunch and snack menu is posted weekly
for all parents to see.
King’s Ridge Montessori also requires
all its students to wear a comfortable

and tasteful school uniform consisting
of navy blue, grey and white articles
of clothing with black shoes. As stated
on their website, wearing a school uniform teaches students to dress smartly
and take pride in their appearance. It
can even improve learning by reducing
distraction and making the classroom
a more disciplined environment. Uniforms also take the hassle of choosing
outfits each morning out of your children’s daily routine.
King’s Ridge Montessori is currently accepting names on their wait-list
for enrollment for September 2020!
If you’re interested in enrolling your
child, call the school at 905-833-5522.
Also visit www.kingsridgemontessori.
com to book a tour and to learn more
by visiting their Facebook “Kings Ridge
Montessori”, Twitter “@Kingsridgem”
and Instagram “Kingsridgemont”.
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Foley Restoration DKI – The experts in home, business, and industrial disaster restoration

T

he company motto at Foley Restoration DKI
accurately describes their dedication and experience when it comes to helping people and
businesses recover from a disaster situation.
The Schomberg based company are experts at
taking on restoration efforts after any kind of disaster strikes a home, business, institution, or industrial
location.
Established in 1991, Mike and Kelly Foley have
grown Foley Restoration to a full service restoration
company that has the equipment to deal with disaster
clean-up and the knowledge to restore both buildings
and contents that have been damaged. From smaller in-home incidents to larger catastrophic disasters
their team of experts will arrive and assess the situation and begin the clean-up and restoration process.
They are available 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
Experienced in restoration work in places that
have been ravaged by flood, fire, wind, hail, and
lightning strikes, they also tackle damage caused to
buildings by vehicle or equipment impacts.
When it comes to hazardous material situations,
they have the expertise to safely tackle mold and asbestos and remove it from older buildings. They are
even qualified to assist during trauma situations that
require clean-up and safe disposal of bodily fluids.
A member of Disaster Kleanup International
(DKI), Foley Restoration networks with other restoration companies when a situation results in wide
spread destruction caused by a natural disaster.
“We are part of a networking group all across
Canada,” Mr. Foley explained. “There are 85 offices.
If there’s a catastrophe we may get called to assist.
Around 90 per cent of what we do is insurance related, although quite a bit of what we do is from people
calling us. After being around for 30 years people
trust us enough to call us directly.”
Mr. Foley gave an example of a typical disaster
clean-up.
“For example in a water damage claim, a pipe
bursts. The home owner will call their insurance
company or broker and then they call us. If it was a
small leak, home owners may not want to call
their insurance company because they
have a deductible – they can
call us and we can

help them through the process. We work with most
major insurance companies, and our work is guaranteed.”
Foley Restoration has equipment such as dryers
and dehumidifiers that will stabilize the situation before they access the full amount of damage and provide the solution for complete restoration.
When it comes to toxic chemicals or older buildings that may develop problems or still have older
building materials, Foley Restoration can remove
dangerous substances.
“We do mold and asbestos removal,” Mrs. Foley
explained. “We are certified to do both mold and
asbestos. There are certain protocols that we have to
follow.”
While buildings may be damaged during a disaster and can be re-built, quite often the valuable contents of a dwelling are more of a concern to home
owners. Smoke and water damage can have a devastating effect on family heirlooms or items people
have collected over the years.
Foley Restoration provides content restoration for
salvageable items.
“Sometimes because of a burst pipe there is water
damage. We can refinish furniture and clean upholstery,” Mr. Foley said, adding “We can restore fine artwork,” through a careful restoration process that can
repair smoke damage on valuable works of art.
In their warehouse which stores a large quantity
of fans, humidifiers, and water vacuums designed to
tackle big jobs, they also have on-site cleaning that
can remove the odor from smoke damaged clothing
and cloth materials.
Foley Restoration provides full service help when
unfortunate accidents or natural disasters strike,
from small in-home calamities to large scale incidents.
Foley Restoration DKI is located at 17250 Highway 27, in Schomberg.
They also have a second office located at 431 Alden Road, Unit #46, in Markham.
You can view their website at:
www.foleyrestoration.com, or call their
24 hour immediate response line
at 1-877-333-0222.

When disaster strikes, we strike back.

Lecce vows to prepare the next generation for a competitive world
By Mark Pavilons
One of most challenging government portfolios is the Ministry of Education.
First-time MPP for King-Vaughan Stephen Lecce has risen to
seemingly monumental challenges, and has gotten results.
The measure of any government, any system, is the results, the
impacts on average citizens. The Conservative mantra of fulfilling
its mandate, delivering on its promises and benefiting taxpayers
is behind everything they do. And Lecce brings these to bear, focusing on kids in the classroom.
While knee-deep in negotiations with teachers’ unions, the recent success with outside workers and CUPE demonstrates that
Lecce delivers. And he learned that collaboration and a cooperative spirit is essential in getting things done.
“We’ve proven we can negotiate in good faith and achieve our
objectives,” he said.
Parents, he stressed, need predictability in their lives. They’re
tired of the cycle of negotiations, conflicts and threats of strike
action.
He’s learned the “profound importance” of listening and meeting those on the front lines – understanding those daily struggles
and challenges.
Lecce has fully immersed himself in improving education in
this province. Every dollar spent should help children succeed.
The over-arching objective, he says, is helping all young people
reach their full potential in academics and ultimately in jobs. He

wants exceptional students to receive the best possible so they are
valued and respected. Giving all students the tools and confidence
they need bodes very well for the future.
Lecce says he’s proponent of hands-on experiential learning
and providing young people with life skills, soft skills, financial
skills and especially mental health skills.
Recent measures by his ministry are the first of their kind, all
taking education to new heights. Despite negative feedback, the

The measure of any government,
any system, is the results, the
impacts on average citizens.
government has doubled the mental health component and hired
200 more psychologists and psychotherapists. Queen’s Park is
funding new school construction; offering new careers courses
and an innovative math strategy. New emphasis is being put on
STEM subjects.
He’s adamant about leveraging every deal that bodes well for
students.
You’d think these current demands would overwhelm any
public servant, and yet Lecce continues to feel blessed and honoured, not overburdened.
His focus is as sharp as the day he was elected in 2018. He
concentrated on issues that resounded with working Canadians

and he is providing a voice for the next generation of ideas to
emerge. His only intention is to strengthen the system and make
sure “we’re set up to succeed” in a highly competitive, global market.
He doesn’t want to pass on generational debt and is working to
reduce these financial burdens on future governments.
Despite his commitments at Queen’s Park, Lecce always
makes time for his constituents, and continues to carry the KingVaughan banner high.
He’s proud of the great working relationship he’s established
with King council and Mayor Steve Pellegrini. He’s also delivering
on the local front, pushing for upgrades by Metrolinx to the King
City GO Station and other transit infrastructure. He’s working
with other levels of government to help improve broadband Internet service in King.
And he’s a strong advocate for agriculture in this community,
making sure the voice of farmers never goes unheard.
From his campaign vow to this very day, Lecce is a champion, a voice, for middle class families. In the forefront of his work
is making life more affordable for everyone, while respecting the
use of tax dollars.
In his relatively short tenure with the provincial government,
Stephen Lecce has become a force. The articulate and knowledgeable minster is genuine in his approach, in everything he does.
He believes he’s been a “constructive force” in government
who’s also fiscally responsible.
Instead of side-stepping the issues or complaining, he dives
right in, working around the clock for Ontarians.
He does it because he cares.
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The Country Day School – Preparing for the future while preserving the past
Students greet each other in the hallways while
“Over time the school has grown, and the facilpreparing for their next class in the Senior School ity has grown through the wonderful philanthrowhile Junior students bundle up and head outside py of altruistic gifts from our parent and alumni
for Outdoor Ed class. This is a typical day at The body who believe in keeping our school going,”
Country Day School.
explained John Liggett, The Country Day School’s
Dressed in their distinctive school uniforms, Head of School. “Once we completed our new
they all share a common bond of attending a dining hall in 2015, we were at a stage where we
school with a philosophy of ‘education with bal- looked to what the school needed next. The wing
ance.’
that we are looking to add would be a part of our
The Country Day School is committed to pro- Junior School which is the oldest part of our facilviding top academics, athletics, arts, outdoor ed- ity. We are calling this campaign Building Magic
ucation, leadership skills, and character building because Eversley Public School was built in 1961
opportunities.
on the property beside the original one-room
Located on 100 sprawling acres just north of schoolhouse. It is now old and in need of some
King City, the campus features modern facilities, care. Our tagline for this campaign is ‘A Renewed
five full size athletic fields, tennis courts, and acre- Foundation for Tomorrow.’ We are planning to
age bordering farmland that provides a natural encase that 1883 schoolhouse in its entirety right
setting for outdoor studies and exploration as well inside the main hall.”
as running trails. Three gymnasiums are located
The architect’s model of the new building
around the school for indoor physical activity and shows how the new addition to the school will be
sports functions.
constructed entirely around the old schoolhouse
Amenities include a well designed and sophis- while keeping the old building intact as an historic
ticated style dining hall with an impressive menu, piece and protecting it from the elements.
and an outstanding professional level theatre.
“We are a community school,” Mr. Liggett said.
While the current campus boasts a modern “We want our community to know that our school
design with impressive architecture and plenty of continues to thrive and we think there is an historlight, the school’s history goes back to a one-room ical preservation aspect to this which we believe
schoolhouse built for local residents in 1883. Con- our community would love. We have an historical
structed of a brick design indicative of the era with building on site and we are going to go one step
large windows to allow sunlight to enter at a time further and preserve it.”
before electric light was available and students
King Township is proud of its rural heritage
arrived to school on foot or carriage rather than and takes steps to preserve the history of the area
buses, the school was built to serve ‘Section 22’ of and honour past residents.
the school district. It was known as the Eversley
“This project mirrors the progress that is hapSchoolhouse.
pening in King,” said Brent Johnston, the school’s
As the area grew in population, a new edition Executive Director of Advancement. “As King
with two classrooms was added to serve the dis- Township is growing and increasing in population,
trict. This school served the region for several years we are growing and we are still honouring the past.
until the local School Board decided in 1970 it was Education has been on this site since 1883 and we
time to bus students to larger regional schools and want to make sure that connection to education
relegate the Eversley building to history.
remains here in this wonderful green space.”
Many local residents were unhappy with the
The project to protect the old schoolhouse will
decision to close these country schools, and in not involve demolition of any of the older sections
1971, a group of parents banded together to start a of the school. Rather it will protect the schoolJOsome
IN USenhancements
co-ed private school for grades 1 – 8.
house and involve
to the
AT
The result was the creation of The Country Day 1960’s sectionAofNthe
School
building.
OPJunior
EN HO U SE
School, which opened its doors on September 11,
The new wing will be a welcome addition to the
Octobethe
1972 with an enrollment of 49 students.
campus while preserving
and history
r 2integrity
2
10 am – 1 pm
Over the course of nearly 50 years, The Coun- of the current building.
try Day School has grown from that modest beWhen the renovations are complete, the front
ginning to a vibrant campus with nearly 800 stu- of the historic schoolhouse will be fully visible for
dents and 100 teachers on staff.
the first time in nearly 50 years and create a stunWhile looking to the future, the school has em- ning visual for anyone entering CDS. Part of the
braced the past and has not forgotten the humble roof will be removed to expose the original handbeginnings
of an
institution
beganaintheatrical
a single costume,
hewn timbers
that form
wooden set.
structure of
It could be
a pair
of trackthat
shoes,
or maybe
eventhe
a robotics
room in a country setting. The original one-room the 1883 building, and the entire space will be acIf your child
has aispassion
forand
something,
will harness
it and
take itand
to abathed
wholein natural
schoolhouse
building
still in use
now hous-we centuated
by large
skylights
level.School
We willlibrary.
essentially attach a big set of
sub-woofers to it and allow it to be
es new
the Junior
light.
Now,
in
an
effort
to
preserve
the
Eversley
an era
amplified to the world. If they have yet to find it, weThe
willold
digschoolhouse
down deeprepresents
and explore
all of King
Schoolhouse, The Country Day School is forging Township that may be long gone, but the history
the possibilities, and not stop until we unearth that one thing that opens their mind and
ahead with the Building Magic Campaign: A Re- and memory of those who attended, farmed, and
theirFoundation
eyes as bigforasTomorrow.
humanly possible. It’s an incredible
placeremain.
to discover big, dreamy
newed
built this area
answers
to the question,
This Campaign
will result in an addition to
If you look closely, you can still see the marking
the school that will include an inspirational new of former students who mischievously scratched
entrance combined with a signature space that their initials into the brickwork decades ago.
will enclose, and thereby showcase, the Eversley
Thecds.on.ca/whowillyoube
Country Day School is building for the
Schoolhouse and preserve it for future genera- future while maintaining the historic past with a
tions.
well thought out plan to combine the old with the
The newest buildings in the school are very new and provide the best possible learning envimodern and well designed. The school is funded ronment for their students.
through parent contributions and donations including tuition and fundraising efforts. CDS reThe Country Day School offers JK-12 in
ceives no government funding.
a co-ed, non-denominational environment
While staff, students, parents, and alumni, are
located on 100 beautiful acres in King.
proud of the school they have built, the desire is to
also
appreciate
the
historic
pathL7B
that1K5
brought them
13415
Dufferin
St.,
King, ON
833 1972 www.cds.on.ca
to T:
the905
present.

TAKE
FLIGHT

AT THE COUNTRY DAY SCHOOL

Above: The Eversley Schoolhouse today serves as the Junior School library for The Country
Day School.
Below: The school’s dining hall opened in 2015.
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Above: The new entrance to the Senior School opened in 2016. Below: Architectural renderings of how the 1883
Eversley Schoolhouse will be fully enclosed and showcased through the Building Magic Campaign.

Above: Eversley Schoolhouse today
Below: Eversley Schoolhouse in 1949
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A place for beginning
and advanced study
of the Martial Arts

drill,” Sensei Purdy explained. “We do a stretch, a workout, and
then depending on the day and the class, we will work on forms
– which is Kata – which would be empty handed and with weapons, then do some sparring.”
The weapons used are traditional items that were originally
farming tools. There are bladed weapons, a bow or staff, and other hand weapons used for self defence.
Not all training is confined to the studio. On nice days, Sensei
Purdy will conduct classes outdoors on the property which has
ample space and offers a unique atmosphere for training.
The Purdy Centre for the Arts provides Karate training for all
skill levels from those who are beginners and want to learn, to
those who are more advanced and want to continue their training.
There is class instruction as well as private lessons.
For families who would like to learn together, there are family
rates so everyone can train together.
You can learn more by visiting the website at: www.purdycenter.com. By phone at 416-562-2760, or by e-mail at: blair@
purdycenter.com.
The Purdy Centre for the Arts studio is centrally located at
15660 Weston Rd, in King City.

“It’s not about laying your hands on someone else – it’s all
about keeping someone else’s hands off of you,” said Sensei Blair
Purdy when describing the philosophy he teaches his students at
his Dojo in King City.
The Purdy Centre for the Arts provides a relaxed environment
that inspires the dedicated advancement of Karate.
Karate is an ancient discipline that teaches self defence, fitness, and self control, while enhancing strength and flexibility. It
is a sport that can be studied and learned at every age.
“I usually accept kids at the age of six and my oldest student is
around 50,” Sensei Purdy explained. “I do private lessons as well
as classes. The average class size is around ten students.”
Studying martial arts is much more than learning how to toss
an opponent. It requires discipline and teaches a life philosophy.
“It gives you a confident and centred approach to your life,”
Sensei Purdy said. “It provides a calm lifestyle and it keeps you in
shape both mentally and physically.”
One obvious physical benefit of learning the art is self defence
and the ability to control a situation you may not have asked for.
Many women take classes to improve their self confidence
and learn self defence.
Sensei Purdy is a skilled teacher with a Fourth-Degree black
belt. He earned the honour of black belt at age 16.
Studying Goju-Ryu Karate since age four, Sensei Purdy was
under the tutelage of his father, Kyoshi Jay Purdy, who now holds
the rank of eighth-degree black belt.
He travelled to Japan to study with world renowned masters
at the age of 16.
“There are many styles of Karate,” Sensei Purdy explained. “All
Karate comes from Kung Fu, and Goju-Ryu stays truest to those
Kung Fu roots.”
With 40 years of experience in martial arts, Sensei Purdy has
been teaching for over 20 years and passes his knowledge of all
aspects of the discipline to his students.
Karate is a multi-discipline sport. Students learn Katas –
which is a detailed pattern of movements and forms, and the use
of various traditional weapons.
A typical session in the Dojo goes through several disciplines
that work through a series of exercises.
“We start off with shadow boxing which is a standard boxing
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Sensei
Blair Purdy

The Layered Shop
- Nobleton’s sweet spot

The sweet smell of cinnamon and chocolate fill the
air as you step into the charming heritage home at
6029 King Road in Nobleton. This building is home
to The Layered Shop, Nobleton’s first 100% gluten free
bakery, offering delicious vegan and dairy-free baked
options. The Layered Shop is the perfect place to visit

on the way to a dinner or housewarming party, a convenient
place to pick up some delicious
sweet treats along with a unique
gift from its gift shop. The shop
sells cute home décor items as
well as jewellery, customized
shirts and so much more.
Gabriella Caruso is the shop
owner and master baker of all
delectable treats found at The Layered Shop. She is an
experienced and passionate creator who thrives in the
kitchen. Several years ago she was diagnosed with Celiac disease, whereby any contact with gluten would
trigger a severe reaction, a diagnosis she continues to
battle today. Thus began Gabriella’s journey into the
world of gluten-free baking. She’s created her very
own custom flour blend that gives all of her desserts
a delicious and unique texture and taste. With rising
health concerns surrounding gluten, what could be
better than a haven of healthy, gluten-free desserts in
your own backyard.
Not only does Gabriella bake all the sweets at The
Layered Shop but she decorates them too! You can
choose from delicious cupcakes, cookies, cinnamon
donuts, and ice cream during the summer months.
She creates gorgeous cakes ranging from small and
simple to lavish and intricate for weddings and other
occasions. She also offers full sweet table options for
events which includes creation of the desserts and the
table set up, taking all of the guess work out of your
dessert planning for your next event.
Not only did Gabriella make changes in the kitch-

en to accommodate her health concerns but she also
embraced her love for natural crystals. Those who aren’t familiar with crystals may find them obscure but
Gabriella is well versed in how these natural gems can
be extremely helpful in many areas of life. Bringing
crystals into her home and into the shop has benefited
her so much and she loves showing others how they
can benefit from these natural creations. Her gems fill
the whole shop with a peaceful aura and she’s made
them available for visitors to purchase, so you can experience their powerful energy for yourself.
On your next trip through Nobleton, stop by The
Layered Shop. Smell its sweet aroma, try delicious
sweet treats and find a crystal that is perfect for you.
Visit layeredshop.ca to view the shop’s menu and
prices.
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Hard at Work offers elite turn-key service
By Mark Pavilons
A King-based boutique builder goes
out on a limb for each and every one of
its clients.
The luxury niche builder prides itself
on ground-up projects. They focus their
expertise on one-of-a-kind builds and
large-scale renovations, all with the Midas touch.
Staff at Hard at Work will take clients
through the entire process, from architectural design and obtaining permits,
to complete construction and landscaping. Their experts will even help you
pick out the furniture.
The family business is dedicated to
clients who demand the very best. Hard
at Work delivers, in spades. Their extensive network of source material and
skilled trades means they can obtain
the latest in tiles, live-edge countertops,
even high-tech gadgets to make your
home truly cutting edge.
Led by the McCarthy family, Hard
at Work staff provide professional, personal care out of their Keele Street office
in King City. The team, fleet of equipment and dedicated craftsmen cater to
your every need, or even whim. From
batting cages and indoor skating rinks,
to swimming pools and stacked garages, Hard at Work has built it all. They
are pros at paying close attention to everything from blended air vents, and
hidden electrical receptacles to a prolific display of LED lighting.
Vince Oppedisano co-ordinates the
projects with clients and makes sure
every aspect runs like clockwork. He’s
constantly checking with suppliers,
custom houses and specialty shops to
make sure every aspect of each build
is on track, and on budget. Vince and
his team at Hard at Work are the con-

summate problem-solvers, jumping
through hoops on a daily basis.
With roots in Kingscross, Hard at
Work staff have in-depth knowledge of
building rules in King Township and
those related to rural and Oak Ridges
Moraine properties.
Catering to upscale clients in the
King and Vaughan areas, the company
has built some amazing showhomes,
from French chateau-style traditional,
to ultra-high-tech modern.
Each home they build is worthy of a
magazine cover. They are fashionistas
of the custom home industry, always
staying ahead of the curve. Many of
their builds become the real world test
centres of new materials and concepts.
They are one of a select few offering
Pneumatic Vacuum Elevators (PVE).
Principal Peter McCarthy noted they
often introduce designs and new products before anyone else. As soon as they
find an exciting or innovative product,
it’s in their office for evaluation. They
stay on top of the latest trends and often
use the services of renowned interior
design guru Jane Lockhart.
This level of personalized care is unparalleled.
Peter and Vince are happy to take
customers through some recent builds,
to show them just what’s available in
terms of features, materials and elegance. He encourages people when designing their home to grab ideas from
as many sources as possible.
Hard at Work concentrates on creating a myriad of success stories and
maintaining a solid reputation is the
main motivator.
Your luxury home is your castle, your
personal refuge. If you’re in the market
for an elegant custom home or reno,
visit https://hardatworkinc.com/

Each home they build is worthy of a
magazine cover. They are fashionistas
of the custom home industry...
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Loconte Fine Meats – All natural meat products in Nobleton
It is the blend of Old World flavours and family
tradition that makes Loconte Fine Meats stand
out from your typical big box grocery store
meat department.
With attention to detail and customer service, owner Ambrogio Loconte takes pride in providing quality
meats to his customers and offers a
choice of cuts requested by customers when they visit his King Road
store in Nobleton.
A unique feature in the quality of
meats at Loconte’s is that all the meat
is sourced from Mennonite farms in
central Ontario. Many Mennonite farms
operate in the Kitchener, Guelph, and
Mount Forest areas of the province and they
raise their stock with entirely natural methods.
“It’s all raised naturally,” Mr. Loconte explained.
“There’s no hormones and no steroids. We have several farmers there that we deal with. The Mennonite meats are what
we have always used – it’s what my Dad has always used. It’s
much better than boxed meats where you don’t even know
where it’s coming from.”
Mr. Loconte has been involved in the meat business pretty much all his life. He learned the trade from his father who
still owns a meat store in Woodbridge. After moving to Nobleton, it was a natural fit for him to open a shop were he
lives and serve the residents of Nobleton and the surrounding area. He said he realized there was ‘a need in town’ for an
independent meat store that caters to individuals who care
about the quality of their food.

The family story of being in the meat business is something they take pride in.
Serving high-quality meats since 1978, the Locontes pride
themselves on providing the finest product. Old World flavours come together in this family owned and run business.
This charming meat shop will win you over with their warm
and friendly service, great tasting meat, and specialty food.
The meat counter is filled with beef, poultry, lamb, veal,
rabbit, and turkey.
“We make everything in house,” Mr. Loconte said, “Nothing is out-sourced. Everything is done here. All our products
are natural. We’ve got everything from burgers to breaded
veal and breaded chicken. We’re famous for our speduccis,”
Many customers make special requests at the shop.
“Customers will come in and ask for a prime rack of beef
and say ‘hang it for me,’” Mr. Loconte explained of the meat
aging process. “It’s got their name on it. It’s theirs. In 45 or 60
days, it’s their choice, they will come back and we’ll cut it up
and have it ready for them. We package it and portion it the
way they want it.”
Mr. Loconte will cut the meat into steaks and other cuts
required by the customer.
He hangs the beef in the storage locker to go through the
aging process.
For those who like to do a summer barbecue with extra
flair, full pigs or lamb are available to roast over an open pit
for a summer party that won’t be forgotten.
Mr. Loconte doesn’t just sell his meat products – he stands
behind them.
“Everything I prepare here, I also take home. I feed it to
my children. We take pride in our product and we stand behind our product.”
Loconte Fine Meats provides all natural products to
customers who care about what they eat and want to know
where it comes from.
They provide excellent service and strive to meet the
needs of individual customer’s requests.
Mr. Loconte and his staff are welcoming and knowledgeable and will help you with any questions you have.
Loconte Fine Meats is located at 5870 King Rd., in Nobleton.

Approachability is the key to Olivio Fatigati Law Ofﬁce
By Jake Courtepatte
Olivio Fatigati likes to enjoy a coffee with
his clients that enter the office of his law
practice in Schomberg: whether they may
be stopping by for business, or often, just
simply for a morning chat.
That’s the type of atmosphere the longtime practitioner likes to bring to his place
of business, since changing his focus to that
of the individual’s needs upon making the
move to Schomberg.
“It’s been going well,” said Mr. Fatigati.
“I’m really enjoying it. I love the people
here, and I love being able to help where I
can.”
Mr. Fatigati is no stranger to the area: his
family purchased a farm around 18th Sideroad in 1995, and when he saw his current
location up for lease, he knew that was his
next stop.
He received his Law
degree in 1993 from
the University of Alberta Faculty of Law,
and was called to the
Ontario bar in 1995
after completing his
articles under his principal, the late Honorable James Michael
Flaherty.
It was in 2017 that
Mr. Fatigati achieved
his Master of Law in
Administrative
Law
from Osgoode Hall
Law School, branching out from his background of litigation/
planning solicitor for
the municipalities of
Vaughan and Mississauga, experience that
can truly benefit the
individual in need of
assistance with government issues.
With his rich history of educational accolades plastered behind

314 Main Street, Schomberg

|

905-939-4004

|

the desk in the stunning historic building
on Main Street his business now calls home,
he opened up shop soon after in 2018.

“I love the people in town. One
of the reasons that I came here,
is because of the people…”
“For the regular person, administrative
law can be a maze of laws, regulations, policies, and personalities. It encompasses any
regulatory issue that’s involving government…whether it’s municipal, provincial,
or federal,” said Mr. Fatigati. “It’s about advocacy, if there’s any paperwork or applications to be done, dealing with any sort of
government agency.”
With personal matters such as wills,
power of attorney, planning matters, municipal related issues and a host of other
administrative related law issues, he works
with clients to ensure their best interests are
fulfilled and requirements carried out.
For other legal issues such as litigation
for legal contracts, and business related
matters, he has the expertise to advise clients on the best course of action, or use his
expertise to point his clients in the right direction.
The experience and sensibility that
Mr. Fatigati brings to the table is equally
matched by what he called his “approachability,” an easy-going yet effective method.
“I love the people in town. One of the
reasons that I came here, is because of the
people…it’s a more pleasant way of practicing law, when you’re actually sitting faceto-face with the people you’re helping.”
And as Mr. Fatigati’s new website can attest to, “lending an ear” is always free. So
stop on by to the warm, inviting office at
314 Main Street, and enjoy a coffee, or just
to talk.
Mr. Fatigati can be reached at 905-9394004, via email at olivio@fatigatilaw.com,
or on his website at fatigatilaw.com.

olivio@fatigatilaw.com

|

fatigatilaw.com
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Spresso Dessert Bar – A taste of Europe in King City
The Spresso Dessert Bar is not your typical coffee shop.
With a modern design and a touch of European flair, the menu reflects the taste of a
modern Italian city and the flavours found in
the piazzas that are the centre of social life.
It could be described as a little bit of Europe in King City.
Beautifully styled with plenty of light in
the main room, the first thing you may notice is the espresso machine that creates the
delectable hot beverage that inspired the
name of this dessert café.
A second room offers a place for friends
to meet and enjoy a coffee and one of the
desserts that are on display.
The Spresso Dessert Bar is owned by John
Giurdanella and Anthony Cammalleri who
joined together to create a place that is out of
the ordinary and offers a selection of desserts
that make it worthwhile to visit with your
friends or family for a special treat.
John is a long time King City resident
while Anthony has family in the area.
“Here, we want to give people the whole
experience,” Mr. Cammalleri explained.
“When you come here in the morning it’s
like walking down the cobblestone brick
streets in Southern Italy and smelling the

fresh aroma of great espresso and freshly
baked croissants.”
For Mr. Giurdanella, as a local resident
he has long thought the town needed a café
style place that served espresso.

The menu reflects the taste of a modern
Italian city and the flavours found in
the piazzas...
“I’ve been in King City for ten years and
I’ve had my eyes on opening an espresso bar
for the longest time,” he said. “I was waiting
for the right opportunity and the right location.”
Located near the corner of King Road and
Keel Street, the location offers easy access,
ample parking along the street, and is close
to many nearby business and homes.
There’s a lot more to making an espresso than you may realize. Making a proper
espresso depends on the type of coffee beans,
they way they are ground, the amount of
grounds, and the temperature of the water.
At the Spresso Dessert Bar they use a special product that is blended in southern Italy
for a unique flavour and quality.
In addition to espresso you can order cappuccino, latte, mochaccino, as well as Amer-

ican style coffees and hot chocolate.
A glance at the dessert counter will probably leave you lingering for a while you make
your decision from among a variety of delicious offerings.
There is a variety of Bindi’s Italian desserts and a full array of Carole’s cheesecakes
in different flavours that may leave you with
a tough decision when selecting just one.
On the cold side you can enjoy one of
many flavours of homemade gelato.
If you’re an early riser the café features
freshly baked croissants and breakfast style
sandwiches.
A lunchtime visit will find grilled panini
sandwiches on the menu with mouthwatering Italian style meats. You can even get a
vegetarian sandwich.
Mr. Cammalleri summed up the experience of a visit to Spresso Dessert Bar like
“having a little bit of Europe in your own
back yard.”
Drop in to experience a burst of flavour
with an espresso and some home made cannoli cream the next time you are looking for
a new experience in King City.
Spresso Dessert Bar is conveniently located at 12975 Keele Street, just south of King
Road in King City.

Integrity and knowledge

“Integrity and knowledge are
the two attributes that propel
our real estate team,” explained
Ana Pronio, Broker of Record
and owner of Re/Max Hallmark
Trends Group Realty. She operates her brokerage with a deep
understanding of the real estate
market and a true willingness to

Ana Pronio

Broker of Record
Owner

tion in this constantly changing
industry.
“Some of us have been working
the King City market since 2005
but in 2011 the birth of Trends
Realty allowed us to become a
family. The goal was a boutique
brokerage with an amazing culhelp clients make the right de- ture and synergy, and it is just
cision when buying or selling. that. We service many clients
Having worked for almost 14 in King Township and have
years in the new home building achieved some record breaking
industry and with a background sales. The reason we’re able to
in real estate law and mortgage do that? Well, most of our team
financing, she is able to lead her are King City residents, so living
team and provide clients with in the community allows us the
valuable direction and informa- advantage of in-depth insight
into the townships, many unique
neighbourhoods and new developments,” explained Ms Pronio,
adding, “Our secret ingredient is
focused dedication.”
Ms Pronio has a group of 12
dedicated professionals who
serve York Region and surrounding areas although the predominant market is King Township. “Last year, in an effort to
expand the company’s reach into
the global markets, we looked to
the most recognized real estate
brand in the world – Re/Max,
and more specifically, the largest
Re/Max franchise in Ontario –
Re/Max Hallmark. On October
26 last year, we joined forces to
create Re/Max Hallmark Trends
Group Realty. Innovation is key
at Re/Max and agents have access
to hundreds of courses at our
training facility to better inform
themselves on new marketing
techniques, technology advancements, new mortgage rules, legal
aspects, market statistics and direction,” she said.
“We’ve designed an aggressive
marketing plan that encompass-

es social media campaigns complimented by print media, home
staging, HD photography, aerial
drones and video tours,” said Ms
Pronio, adding that King Township has become known for its
Estate Communities and custom
designed luxury homes. “We see
this as a fitting partnership. The
Re/Max Collection offers a new
level of excellence through distinctive signage and promotional materials that set high-end
homes apart, advertising programs with global publications
and access to a network able to
attract buyers and investors from

all over the world. Listings will
be viewed in over 100 countries,
six continents, 40 languages and
in that country’s currency.”
The real estate market has
changed in the last two years
and there is a lot of confusion regarding were the market is headed. Ms Pronio extends an invitation to anyone who wants to talk
home values or market direction
at her office, your home or at
the newest addition to our community, the Spresso Dessert Bar
just next door,” said Ana, “It’s all
about relationships, comfort and
trust.”

Join us!
SATURDAY NOVEMBER 30 2019 4PM TO 8PM
12967 KEELE STREET, KING CITY

CHRISTMAS
HOSTED BY:
REMAX TRENDS
MAPLE DRAPERY
THE HAIR BOUTIQUE SPRESS0 DESSERT BAR
PAPER CRANE SUSHI
MN DESIGN

FACE
PAINTING

COFFEE
&
DESSERTS

PHOTOS WITH
SANTA BY ON 3
PHOTO & FILM

CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING

WE LOOK FORWARD TO CELEBRATING WITH YOU!
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Step into the modern side of Schomberg at

Lot 15 Restaurant & Bar
Opening in November of 2018,
Lot 15 Restaurant & Bar has quickly become the modern, eye-catching attraction of Main Street
Schomberg. This beautiful two-level restaurant features a stylish industrial theme with metal and grey
accents, setting it apart from any
other business on the strip.
From opening as a wine bar last
year, Lot 15 has evolved into a full
service restaurant with a unique
and dynamic menu, serving everything from delicious brunch items,
to tacos, to scallops and risotto,
and so much more. You’ll also find
a great selection of gluten free and
vegetarian food options on the
menu. Management goes to great
lengths to ensure that all the food
it serves is fresh, not frozen and always expertly prepared and cooked.
Lot 15 continues to specialize in
offering a selection of particularly
different, high-quality wines that
pair well with all of its delicious
meals. Its bar is always stocked and
ready to accommodate your drink
preference.
Trevor McPhee recently joined
the Lot 15 team as a manager. He is
also the restaurant’s current chef,
bringing years of skill and experience to the kitchen having owned
several breweries back in his home
town.
Lot 15 has a welcoming bar and
a private upper level that is perfect
for intimate parties and events. The

space is equipped to host everything
from a fun night out to engagement
parties, birthday parties and more.
It even hosts paint nights for everyone in the community, giving them
a unique creative outlet. With holiday season just around the corner,
consider booking Lot 15 for your
work or family holiday party! The
building has been designed to create a comfortable, enjoyable ambiance that will make your experience
that much better.

“You’ll get fine food in a relaxed
atmosphere, and it won’t break the
bank.” Says Trevor. He also revealed
that is favourite dish at Lot 15 is
it’s juicy, melt-off-the-bone ribs.
They’re coated in a mouth-watering
homemade sauce and cooked for 6
hours before serving.
This contemporary new eatery
is located at 214 Main Street in
Schomberg. To learn more about
the menu or to book an appointment, call 905-939-9463.

Professional service that is
guaranteed every time

ROOFING

The quality of the work and the guaranteed results are
stated right in the company logo.
After over 30 years of working in the roofing industry,
Rob Capobianco of Guaranteed Roofing has the experience,
knowledge, and expertise, to look beyond a simple roof repair and see the hidden damage that may affect the overall structure and health of your most valuable asset – your
home.
Rob worked in the roofing industry for several years gaining experience and learning all there is to know about roofing and related home environment systems before starting
his own company.
Guaranteed Roofing has been in business for over 25
years and has become a trusted and highly recommended
business serving Schomberg and neighbouring towns.
There’s a lot more to roofing than just replacing shingles.
Rob and his crew are educated in home construction and
how all the components of a building work together to keep
a structure intact and functioning to ensure efficiency when
it comes to insulating a home from the elements.
“One of the most important things about our company
is we are educated about more than just replacing the roof,”
Rob explained. “We can advise a customer on how to make a
roof breathe properly. Every time we go on a roof we always
take one sheet of plywood out and inspect the attic. We make
sure it is breathing and inspect for mold.”
A home that is not properly ventilated can develop hazards like mold or moisture that will impact the wooden
structure of a building.
“There’s so much involved in taking care of a home,” Rob
said. “Once those shingles are on, it’s done. You want to take
care of all the options when work is being completed. Now
is the time to correct things like bathroom vents and ventilation systems when you’re having your roof replaced.”
Rob has ensured his crew is not only trained and capable
of getting the work done, he sends them on courses to ensure
they have been educated in all aspects of the business so they
can spot trouble areas when on the job.
The crew will alert Rob if they discover a problem area.
He can then access the situation and recommend a solution
to the homeowner on how to proceed and avoid future problems.
Needing a roof replacement is something many
homeowners try to put off, however sometimes you
just can’t ignore the obvious symptoms indicating you

Wherever we apply... so
does our guarantee.

should call a professional.
“Sometimes people wait for a leak – but obviously they
shouldn’t wait that long,” Rob explained. “Typically if your
shingles are curled, that’s a good time to call a roofer.”
Keeping up with the latest in home improvement technology, the crew uses the most recent innovations in the
industry. Newer roofing products are designed to adhere to
rooftops and withstand strong winds to minimize damage
during storms.
If you have been getting leaks, are suspicious about mold
in the attic, or have finally decided to get the new roof you
have been needing, Rob will access your home and give you
a professional estimate on how best to repair and improve
your most valuable asset – your home.
They will provide advice on the best colour shingles to
enhance the appearance of your home based on the home
design and features.
You can visit the Guaranteed Roofing showroom at 17250
Highway 27, Unit 7, in Schomberg, in the plaza just south of
Highway 9.
Visit on-line at www.guaranteedroofing.com, Facebook,
or by telephone at: 905-713-6837 or 905-939-4000.
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King City Physiotherapy –

Helping you make your life better

Your body is a complex network of systems that all work
together to keep you healthy and mobile. When you experience or are recovering from injury, trauma, or a physical
ailment that limits your mobility or causes pain, the path to
recovery requires the expertise of a qualified physiotherapist who understands how your body works and specializes in hands-on clinical skills to assess, diagnose, and treat
symptoms of illness, injury or disability.
At King City Physiotherapy, Tanya Tsui-Lorusso and
Charles Lorusso are Registered Physiotherapists with advanced training in orthopedic physiotherapy and they are
designated Fellows of the Canadian Academy of Manual
and Manipulative Therapists. Adam Keeping and Alexandra Di Florio are also Registered Physiotherapists who
are currently working towards their designation to become Fellows. In addition, all four Physiotherapists hold
advanced degrees in health-related fields from prestigious
universities.
Associates, Michelle Lozzi and Ana Patino are Registered Massage Therapists specializing in deep tissue and
sport massage.
At King City Physiotherapy, clients receive thorough
initial and ongoing assessments using various evaluation
techniques and tests to establish baseline measurements of
pain, range of motion, strength and function in order to refine a diagnosis. Clients receive individualized treatment

programs to manage conditions and injuries. Treatments
vary from simple to highly complex depending on a client’s
condition. They treat everyone from children to senior citizens.
The main focus at the clinic is providing manual / manipulative therapy – a specialized area of physiotherapy
for the management of neuro-musculoskeletal conditions.
This involves diagnosing and treating restrictions in movement and using highly specific assessment techniques.
Massage therapy is hands-on manipulation of the soft
tissues of the body involving muscles, connective tissues,
ligaments, and joints. Maintaining your health can include
the use of custom fit orthotics and braces to help stabilize
and support joint alignment. When needed, a thorough assessment of joint mechanics and functional movement will
be completed to determine the appropriate orthotic and
brace required.
The clinic also offers acupuncture as a method of pain
relief.
“We treat many different conditions,” Ms. Tsui-Lorusso
explained. “Everything from pre and post surgical procedures, such as knee replacements, and people who have
had fractures and have just had a cast removed. We do
a lot of strength and conditioning. Then there are people
who simply have aches and pains – neck and back pain for
example. Many people experience strains and sprains, pos-

tural issues, over-use injuries, muscle tears, and ligament
injuries. We also treat people who have dizziness or vertigo.
We get you back to your sport or back to work. Our manual therapy is supported with individualized, specific, and
goal-oriented exercise programs. In addition to helping
people who are injured, we educate our clients on preventative measures when preparing for activities or to prevent
re-injury. We also see clients who have chronic conditions
like rheumatoid arthritis, fibromyalgia, or osteoporosis.”
The team at King City Physiotherapy are experts in helping you to get your body back in shape, reducing risk of
further injury, and helping to manage chronic ailments.
King City Physiotherapy has two conveniently located
clinics in King City; the main clinic which is open Monday
- Saturday is located at 1700 King Rd. The satellite clinic is
open Tuesdays and Thursdays at 18 Doctors Lane. You can
visit on-line at www.kingcityphysio.com, or by telephone
at: 905-539-9000.

Margaret Black Professional Corporation – Committed to results
When searching for legal advice or
services, it is important to find the right
person to guide you through complicated decisions and legal matters.
It is also important to find someone you trust and has your best interest guiding their philosophy when it
comes to helping you.
At the Margaret Black Professional
Corporation, the team of legal experts
are committed to obtaining the results
you need.
Whether you are a first time home
buyer, or a seasoned veteran of the real
estate market, they are experienced in
the transactions of buying and selling
real estate through commercial enterprise, or private individuals, commercial and industrial properties, as well as
projects like farm purchases and sales,
financing, and land severances and
subdivision planning.
They are experienced in mortgages
from refinancing and new mortgages
to title transfers and setting up private
financial transactions for home buyers
and sellers.
Business owners and investors can
rely on the Margaret Black Professional Corporation to assist with business
incorporation and related activities like
corporate maintenance and annual filings.
For more personal matters like estate planning, the team can provide
you with services relating to family law,
immigration law, personal and corporate wills, and estate distribution.
With varied backgrounds in law,
they bring a wealth of experience and
knowledge to the firm which serves
York Region as well as many clients
from a wider area who have come to
rely on them for their expertise and
dedication.
Margaret Black, has decades of experience in the legal profession. In addition to her experience in law, she is
a former Mayor of King Township and
a Councillor for the Regional Municipality of York, having been elected five
times. She has also served on many local boards and actively participated in
many local associations and important

committees responsible for major decisions in the region.
Her experience and knowledge
was greatly appreciated by those who
served with her in the political spectrum.
Ms. Black was born on the family
farm in King to a family who’s history
dates back 200 years in the area.
Originally from Halifax, Vanessa
Tynes-Jass, has been practicing law for
17 years. After relocating to Ontario,
she found her position at the Margaret
Black Professional Corporation to be a
‘good fit.’
A graduate of Dalhousie University,
Ms. Tynes-Jass had a flawless transition
to practicing law in Ontario.
In addition to helping clients with
the many facets of law handled at the
firm, Ms. Tynes-Jass has a special interest in family law. That includes divorce
settlements, child custody and support,
cohabitation agreements, and domestic
partnership agreements.
The newest member of the team,
Deepika Choudhary, studied law in
India before immigrating to Canada
in 2014. After working in Saskatchewan as a legal assistant she returned to
Ontario to do her articling at a Toronto law firm and successfully completed
her bar exams.
Ms. Choudhary is fluent in three
languages including Punjabi and Hindi.
She has an interest in corporate law
and will be offering immigration law to
assist newcomers to the area.
The Margaret Black Professional
Corporation strives for excellence and
is committed to friendly and professional service to their many clients.
Their expertise and knowledge of legal
matters provides a stress free experience when you need legal advice or
services.
The law offices of the Margaret Black
Professional Corporation are conveniently located at 2175 King Road in
King City, near Keel Street, and there is
plenty of parking.
Call 905-833-9090 to make an appointment.

From left to right: Margaret Black, Deepika Choudhary, Vanessa Tynes-Jass
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Kingsdale Animal Hospital

Compassionate care for a healthy and happy pet
Whether your animal companion needs urgent medical
care, treatment for a condition or disease, or the vaccinations and check-ups needed to keep them healthy, the staff at
Kingsdale Animal Hospital in King City are dedicated to the
well-being of your pet.
The team at Kingsdale is comprised of veterinarians, registered veterinary technicians, animal care staff, and a dog
groomer, who are all devoted to caring for animals and making their lives better.
They specialize in small animals like dogs and cats, but
they also have the expertise to treat pocket pets like rabbits,
ferrets, guinea pigs, and hamsters. They even have grooming
services for birds including nail, wing, and beak trims. Their
on-site dog groomer will make your dog feel and look their
best too.
Clinic owner, Dr. Ashley Boultbee, and associate, Dr.
Sarah Kramer, are the qualified veterinarians who welcome
clients and their patients and deliver the best care possible
to maintain your pet’s health and provide preventative measures to keep healthy.
“We are a full service veterinary clinic,” Dr. Boultbee explained. “We offer check-ups for sick animals, check-ups for
healthy animals, vaccines, and surgery. We also do dental
surgery and routine scaling and polishing. We have taken
advanced dental courses to learn techniques in how to remove teeth safely and comfortably in dogs and cats.”
Getting a new pet is a big responsibility and new pet owners can trust the professionals at Kingsdale Animal Hospital
to guide them through everything that is needed to ensure
your new puppy or kitten remains healthy and happy.
“We see a lot of new puppies and kittens,” Dr. Boultbee
said. “One of the things a lot of
people like about our clinic and a
reason they come here is we offer
very comprehensive puppy and kitten plans. It covers everything you
need for the first year of your pet’s
life. It bundles all the services to-

gether into one package and includes all your vaccines, their
spay or neuter, their bloodwork, deworming and microchip.”
Another benefit of these packages is that they include unlimited free physical exams if your puppy or kitten is sick in
their first year of life.
When it comes to surgery, both Dr. Boultbee and Dr.
Kramer are experienced in non-elective surgery which includes emergency situations and life-saving or life improving
procedures, as well as elective surgery that includes spaying
and neutering.
While typical small pets are the most common visitors to
the clinic, people often bring more exotic or unusual pets in
for treatment.
Dr. Kramer has a particular fondness for rabbits, and has
her own pet rabbit at home.
“We’ve had people bring in some unusual exotic animals,”
Dr. Kramer said, describing how a client recently brought in
a rare type of lizard for treatment.
As someone who was born and raised in the area, Dr.
Boultbee has a special attachment to King City and is happy
to be able to serve people in the region.
“We thrive on good customer service,” Dr. Boultbee said.
“We’re a fairly small clinic and we try to make sure we have
a personal relationship with our clients. We want to get to
know them and their pets. We want to offer the best for their
pets. At our clinic we have a small town feel. It’s a very comfortable setting but we’re very well equipped. We have digital x-ray, digital dental x-ray, and very advanced diagnostics
that we offer. In addition, there are specialists that can come
into the clinic to offer services such as ultrasound and orthopedic surgery.”
Both Dr. Boultbee and Dr. Kramer graduated from the
Ontario Veterinary College at the University of Guelph.
Kingsdale Animal Hospital is a full service veterinary
clinic dedicated to keeping your pets healthy and happy.
The clinic is located at 2028 King Road, in King City.
You can visit on-line at www.kingcityvet.ca, or call 905833-5401.

Cake Realty provides solutions for seniors
who want to remain in their home
A

s a full service real estate brokerage serving the region,
Cake Realty Brokerage in Schomberg works with their
clients to provide expertise in both commercial and residential
properties in the region.
From properties around town to high-end rural estates,
they have the knowledge to guide you through any real estate
transaction.
Currently, Cake Realty is reaching out to new clients who
have an interest in taking advantage of the equity in their
home to make life a little easier.
Many seniors living on a fixed income find their later years
to be a struggle when it comes to staying in the house they
have called home for so many years.
With a changing economy, rising real estate values, and
increasing property taxes, many seniors find their monthly
income simply does not go as far as it once did.
At Cake Realty Brokerage in Schomberg, they have the
solution.
The ‘Have Your Home and Eat it Too’ program is designed
for investors who appreciate the solid financial stability and
long term performance of property investment while appreciating the benefits of having a trustworthy and reliable tenant.
“The goal is to help people stay in their homes in the community,” explained Cake Realty Broker, Louise Auge. “We’re
looking for investors interested in adding residential property
to their portfolio while having the added advantage of a topend tenant.”
For homeowners and investors this program produces
a low-risk partnership with both parties being rewarded

with the benefits.
“The cost of taxes,
water, and all of the
bills are high, and
pensions have just not
accommodated that,”
said Ms. Auge. “So
many people are now
living property-rich, but generally poor. They may be forced to
sell, and move.”
That’s where finding an investor can make a huge difference
to an older person who wishes to remain in their home.
Louise along with Care Realty Broker of Record, Rose
Callaghan, strive to match investors with homeowners in the
community to create the right combination of low-risk and
low-cost alternatives for their clients.
“Normally when you purchase a rental property, you have to
be concerned with what tenants you bring in, through loss of
rent, destruction of property, or vacancy,” Ms. Auge explained.
“In this case, you know you have a tenant who does not want
to move. You know they are now independently wealthy, and
are generally responsible people who are more than willing to
maintain their home.”
For an investor, the fact that a tenant has a history and
vested interest in a property means they have peace of mind
knowing their investment will be well taken care of and appreciated by the person living there.
“If someone has been in the home for a long time, you just
don’t have that stress of a tenant wanting changes in the home.
You have someone who is generally happy with how their
home functions, and often even prefers to do the work themselves.”
Since starting the program, Ms. Auge said it has received
“nothing but positive reviews” from homeowners and investors
who view the plan as a good solution for both parties.
There are already plenty of homeowners who have expressed an interest in the program. Cake Realty Brokerage is
now seeking interested investors who would like to pair up and
take advantage of a good situation.
“It’s been a very natural process, when you know someone is
going to be there for a long time. It’s great for people who just
want to sit on a residential investment, especially with properties constantly going up in value,” Ms. Auge said. “You can’t
put a price on someone being able to stay in their home.”
The program creates a partnership that allows the previous
homeowner to cash in on the value of their home while having
the opportunity to continue living in the home they love. At
the same time the investor can reap the rewards of financial
returns and a solid investment while benefiting from having a
reliable tenant.
Located on Main Street in Schomberg, Cake Realty has been
serving the town and surrounding region for more than 15
years.
For more information about the program and Cake Realty
Broke, visit on-line at www.cakerealty.ca.
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Nobleton Feed Mill - Provisions for Country Living
After 74 years in the same location, the Nobleton Feed Mill is changing with the times.
Owned by the Budweth family since 1978,
the feed mill is an imposing building right in
the centre of Nobleton.
Currently owned by brothers Alf and Dave
Budweth, they grew up with the business and
learned all there is to know about the feed industry from a young age.
Growing up on a local farm, which they still
work, the move into the feed business was a natural transition for them.
“This is a family run business,” Alf explained.
“We’re second generation here. Our dad bought
the business in 1978. My brother and I were
farm kids locally and we’ve been here since we
were kids.”
Originally the mill catered to
all types of livestock, however
there was a natural progression
to supplying the horse industry in
Ontario.
That includes farms, hobby
farms, and the racing industry.
Ontario has around 50,000 horse
farms ranging from large operations to some with only a couple
of horses in the barn.
“We started as a mixed milling
operation and now we are really
known for horse feed,” Alf said.
“The reality is, going forward,
there are so many horses in the
area and the area is changing so
much it really made sense to specialize, and we
specialize in being a horse feed provider.”
The Mill is so trusted in the equine industry they were asked to supply the international
equestrian teams at the Pan American Games
as well as Woodbine Racetrack which has top
thoroughbred racing horses. They also supply
all the hay and feed for the prestigious Royal
Winter Fair in Toronto.
The volume of feed provided by the Mill has
necessitated opening a 15,000 square foot warehouse in Bolton that now houses most of the
product.
With the demographics changing in the
Nobleton area, the Mill is keeping up with the
times and is making a shift to supplying local
hobby farms and horse enthusiasts as well as
other small farms that keep different livestock
on the property.
The Mill’s new slogan is ‘Provisions for
Country Living.’
“The farms aren’t quite as big in this area
anymore and there are a lot of hobby farms,” Alf
explained. “We have people living the dream of
living in the country and we provide the products and the services to get you there,” adding
that “everyone wants to go to a store or a place
where they can find solutions.”
With many hobby type farms in the area,
many residents are new to the lifestyle and seek
answers to the many questions that will come
up when learning about a lifestyle out of an urban setting.
“We have local residents who will need help,
and we are there for them. Even with a small
acreage you’ll need pasture seed, grass seed,
fertilizers, and products that help you maintain
your property.”
The staff at the Nobleton Feed Mill are
knowledgeable about the farming industry and
have the expertise to guide you through everything related to living on a rural property.
When moving to a rural area hobby farm,
many people new to the lifestyle come to realize there’s more to rural living than just moving
in and enjoying the sunsets and corn fields.
They are the customers who come to rely
on the Mill for solutions.
“Living on a farm and
having horses, is

Story and
photos by

BRIAN LOCKHART

for many people a romantic notion. We’re helping to fulfill some of their dreams in terms of
empowering them. When they don’t know what
to do or who to talk to, we help, and that is what
we try to do for people. I’m from the farm so I
know what that’s all about.”
The Mill also supplies products for people
with smaller animals like dogs and cats.
They have a specialty mix for people who
enjoy birds and attracting them to their property. In fact feeding birds has become so popular
the Mill now stocks a wide variety of feeders for
people who like to place them around the property to attract woodland birds.
In addition, they supply zoos and other places with feed suitable for animals that aren’t native to North America.

The staff are knowledgeable about how certain animals, especially horses, will require
certain vitamins or minerals, based on how the
animal is kept and for what purpose.
“Moving to a farm can be challenging,” Alf
explained. “That’s part of the reason why you
come to someone who can help you with it.
Looking forward in terms of what we are doing
as a company, we’re adjusting. The city is closing
in on us. We’re still taking care of professional farmers and the professional horse person,
and we’re also taking care of the hobby person
and the person who has the romantic notion of
living out in the country. We, as a company are
evolving and are helping those that have small
acreages somewhere between the city and the
country.”
At the Feed Mill retail store there is a variety
of products that provide all the things you need
if you have a horse, as well as supplies for small
animals and the hardware that goes along with
rural life.
The company has expanded to include a retail location in Erin, Ontario called the Budson
Farm and Feed Co., that services that area.
While the Feed Mill has been in operation
for decades, Alf said many people still don’t realize the scope of their business even though it’s
one of the most obvious buildings in town.
“We’ve said it before, that we are the best
kept secret in town. We’ve been here forever,
but people will still say ‘I didn’t know you sold
that?’ We’re an old-school country store trying to meet the needs of everyone coming into
town who has a few acres and just need some
help figuring things out when they make that
transition.”
The staff at the Nobleton Feed Mill are
friendly, knowledgeable, and courteous and enjoy meeting the customers who come to their
store every day.
Whether you are an experienced farmer or
new to rural living, they are able to guide you
to making some good decisions and adjusting
to life in a new environment while keeping your
animals healthy with quality feed and supplies.
Nobleton Feed Mill and retail store is located
right in the middle of Nobleton at 12 Old King
Road.
Open Monday to Friday from 8:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. and Saturday from 8:00 a.m. to noon,
you can also visit on-line at
www.nobletonfeedmill.com
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Honours award-winners for 2019
The King Chamber of Commerce held its annual
Excellence in Business Awards Dinner this fall, honouring the efforts of local entrepreneurs.
Winners were:
The Excellence in Small Business Award (1-10 employees), is given to a company that exhibits attributes
of community involvement and commitment to the
development of business in King Township. The
award went to Dr. Melisa Sigarusa, of Nobleton Optometry.
The Excellence in Large Business Award (15 employees and up) goes to a company that supports business
owners and the community through participation and
sponsorship of both community and business activities. The award went to Country Day School.
King Township sponsors the Sustainable King

Award, which goes to a business that participates in
environmental leadership on a personal and/or professional ongoing basis. This business shows a commitment to the environment through their actions
and ongoing efforts to educate, inform, and lead by
example demonstrating environmental leadership and
responsibility.
The award went to Andre Flys, owner of Pioneer
Brand Honey & Maple.
The Excellence in New Business Award recognizes a
business that has been established for a minimum of
2 years and has demonstrated notable achievements
within King such as growth, customer service, innovative ideas, community involvement.
It went to Forest Hill Elite, and Manuela Palermo.
The Entrepreneur of the Year Award goes to an indi-

vidual with vision, creating a unique business that may
accomplish an outcome that changes the way business
has been done until they created their manner of practice. They show growth in their business and overcome
obstacles while creating a special niche within their
business sector. The award went to Joshua Speers, of
Speers Creative.
The People’s Choice Award is for a registered business in King Township, that has been established for a
minimum of 3 years and is in retail or the service industry. The business has shown outstanding customer
service, growth, best business practices and community involvement. This category is open to the public
for nominations and the business does not have to be a
member of the Chamber
The award went to Locale restaurant in King City.

Excellence in Small Business: Nobleton Optometry

Excellence in Large Business: Country Day School

Sustainable King Award: Pioneer Brand Honey

Excellence in New Business: Forest Hill Elite Realty

Entrepreneur of the Year: Speers Creative

People’s Choice Award: Locale Restaurant
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KING TOWNSHIP - Driving progress
King Township is driving progress through an ambitious road improvement
and safety program.
Under the direction of council, staff have built a program that focuses on three
different issues: road improvement; traffic calming; and streetscaping.
“Roads are, without question, the number one issue our residents have told us
they want us to focus on,” said King Township Mayor Steve Pellegrini. “Residents
want roads that are in good repair and are safe. We’re delivering solutions to
these problems.”
Since the issues include a mix of driver behaviours and infrastructure upgrades, King is taking a multi-pronged approach.
First up is the Road Improvement Program.
King Township is responsible for more than 300 kilometres. Staff have identified several gravel roads that will be paved as well as hard surfaced roads that will
be repaved.
Roads included in the current paving contract include:
• South Canal Bank Road from Jane Street to Highway 9. South Canal Bank
Road will be paved following completion of the Highway 400 bridge work. The
paving replaces the previous hard surface which was previously pulverized due to
poor condition.
• 18th Sideroad from 7th Concession to Highway 27. 18th Sideroad will be
paved to provide a more efficient and effective transportation route from the 11th
Concession into Pottageville.
• 10th Concession from 17th Sideroad to 19th Sideroad. 10th Concession
will be paved to complete a localized network of hard surfaced roads in the vicinity of Schomberg.
• Old Bathurst Road from 19th Sideroad to Bathurst Street. Old Bathurst
Road will be paved in partnership with the Town of Newmarket to provide operational relief with respect to grading and dust control.
• 19th Sideroad from 19th Sideroad (West of 7th Concession] to 19th Sideroad (Between 7th and 8th Concession). 19th Sideroad will be paved to provide
operational relief with respect to winter and summer maintenance activities.
• 7th Concession from 18th Sideroad to 19th Sideroad. 7th Concession will
be paved North and South of Lloydtown-Aurora Road to provide operational
relief with respect to winter and summer maintenance activities.
Peter Angelo, King’s Director of Engineering, Public Works and Building, said
paving and resurfacing have positive impacts in terms of cost, the environment
and safety.
“By paving gravel roads, we are reducing the amount of greenhouse gases emitted by a reduced use of graders, loaders, dump trucks and continuously applying

more gravel for maintenance,” Angelo said.
Similarly, this also reduces the cost of maintaining the roads over time and
making them safer to drive on since they offer greater traction in different weather conditions, Angelo said.
King’s Chief Administrative Officer Daniel Kostopoulos said paving roads is
one tool in the toolbox but there are others.
“There are many ways to improve the system and paving is just one part of the
overall solution,” he said. “We also have to address driver behaviours in our neighbourhoods. That’s why we’ve also launched the Traffic Calming Pilot Project.”
Two areas were chosen for traffic calming measures this year – Parkheights
Trail in Nobleton and Church Street and Western Avenue in Schomberg. A mix
of measures were used, including signage, speed tables and flexible bollards.
King is also asking residents to share their opinions on traffic calming measures through its online engagement platform, Speaking (www.speaking.king.
ca). On the site residents can learn more about traffic calming, take a survey and
play the engineer by placing virtual pins on a map to show where they would like
traffic calming measures placed.
“It’s important to listen to residents when implementing measures that will impact their day-to-day driving,” said Mayor Pellegrini. “We’re asking our residents
to work with us to design a system that will reduce speeds and make local roads
and sidewalks safer,” said Mayor Pellegrini.
The third project currently underway Streetscaping on King Road in King City.
The plan is to improve the stretch from the municipal office at 2585 King Rd.
to Dufferin Street.
“Improvements will include sidewalk replacements, a multi-use path, tree
planting, banner and flower poles, street furniture and limited lighting,” said
Chris Fasciano, Director of Parks, Recreation and Culture.
Construction is currently underway. It’s scheduled to be completed by late
2020.
“Taken together, the three programs will go a long way towards making King’s
roads and sidewalks safer for all of our residents,” said Mayor Pellegrini.
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Villanova College:

Preparing students with 21st century skills
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rom 26 students in 1999 to 545 in 2019, Villanova College has not just grown in numbers. As
the institution celebrates its 20th anniversary,
there is much to cheer about, be it alumni, athletics
or academics.
Especially noteworthy is its Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) program; an
exclusive, four-year academic enrichment program
for students who demonstrate an interest and aptitude
in these fields. In the 2018-19 academic year, Grade
11 and 12 students in the STEM physics program undertook a special project and the first of its kind at
the school - the Villanova Electric Car (VeC) Project.
Students designed an electric car and competed in the
Waterloo Electric Vehicle Challenge, finishing in second place amongst first year competitors. This year,
the project has been split into two teams. A racing
team – whose goal it is to make improvements to the
existing car with the intention of racing again in the
Spring, and a design team – whose goal is to design
the next model targeted for completion over a 3-year
development cycle.
Gennaro Aiello and Querobin Mascarenhas are the
Department Chairs of Mathematics and Science at Villanova College, both with engineering backgrounds.
They developed the School’s STEM program six years
ago with the objective that students would be able to
learn and apply 21st century skills to real life when

they graduate. “We had over 20 students involved in
this program over a full year. The idea is to engage students in project-based learning so we can expand and
broaden the scope of their preparation for post-secondary education,” said Mr. Mascarenhas.
With that in mind, the students ran the project like
a start-up company. “Last year, we had a Chief Operating Officer and a Chief Technical Officer, who each
had their own roles. The organizational officers were
responsible for the sub-teams, for which they had
team leads. They ran the meetings and took minutes.
We had a technical group for which we had system
engineers for different subsystems. We had a chassis
design group, a steering design group, an electrical
design group, a powertrain design group, and so on,”
explained Mr. Aiello.
As a university preparatory school, the mission of
Villanova College is to prepare students for post-secondary studies. Projects like the VeC Project do just
that. This year, the scope of the project has been
broadened to include Grade 9 and 10 students as well.
“When students apply to some of these STEM programs at the post-secondary level, having done more
than just in-classroom work offers them opportunities
to broaden their portfolio. We are both former engineers so we do have more of an engineering focus but
through the Electric Car project, we have been able to
include other aspects like communication, advertising
and fundraising, that are key to pulling off a project
like this in the real world” stated Mr. Mascarenhas.
The STEM program, and the Electric Car project in
particular, speaks to the fact that Villanova College is
preparing its students with 21st century skills. As Mr.
Aiello pointed out, “It is not just about building the
car. It is about the skills they are gaining on the way. A
lot of it is collaboration. They are not working alone,
they are working as part of a team, which is relevant
today more than ever.”
Through the program, Villanova students are also
learning to take risks and accept new challenges. As
their teachers explain, it is all about initiative. “These
kinds of projects have been around at universities for
a few years - but they are for students who want to
engage in them. You can go through university and
never be involved in any of these projects because
no one will force you to do them. At the high school
level, these projects allow students to test the waters,
take some risk, and get involved. Doing so gives them
some level of confidence to move forward, and this is
one of those avenues where we are trying to prepare
them for what opportunities exist out there,” said Mr.
Mascarenhas.
Whether or not the Villanova Electric Car team
places first in the racing competition, its students will
definitely be ahead of the game as they continue their
post-secondary studies.
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